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A.

Identification:
1.
Subject Area:
Administration of Justice
2.
Course Number:
AJS 170
3.
Course Title:
Security Issues in Private Industry
4.
Credit Hrs:
3
5.
Catalog Description:
A historical overview of the development and evolution of law enforcement and its developing
relationship and dependence on the need for private asset protection. Students will assess current
prevention technology, its development and history, and future direction and application. The class
will further examine the roles of law enforcement and private security officers as well as the inherent
differences. Legal limitations and provisions, public/private security agency(s) and liability issues in
the industry will be analyzed. Three lecture.

B.

Course Goals:
To provide the students with the necessary skills to prepare them for understanding the contemporary
environment of security and loss control within the United States and the sub-systems which directly comprise
the integrated security systems within the United States and emphasize the functional areas of security and loss
control applications as preparation for: problem-solving, communication, reasoning, and reporting. Computer
worksheet applications may be utilized.

C.

Course Outcomes:
Students Will:
1.
Apply and show an understanding of criminal justice vocabulary
2.
Explain the structure of security and loss control
3.
Articulate how the security industry develops systems and tactics for security and loss prevention
4.
Describe the management and organizational processes which affect security and loss
control/prevention concerns
5.
Identify the impact which the choice of a security and loss prevention plan or system has on the
ability(s) of a given agency

D.

Course Content:
Will include:
1.
The evolution of security and loss control
2.
Safety responsibilities
3.
The loss-control survey
4.
Countermeasures coordination
5.
Technology and legal dimensions
6.
Disaster planning and fire protection
7.
Management perspectives and cases

Revisions:
Prefix/number change December 8, 1993/NLB (was CJC-170)
Format/consistency change March 21, 1994/NLB
Format change, Fall 1996/Ann
June 2000, Text Revision, B. Cotherman

